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Abstract. This article documentsthe long-horizonmean revertingcharacterof annual earnings and tests the impli-

cations of such mean reversion for security valuation. First, both theory-basedand nonparametric measures of
earnings persistence decrease as the estimation order increases, revealing40 percent less long-horizonpersistence
than expectedunder the commonlyused randomwalk model. Second,the reama responses to the earnings shocks
are more closely related across firms to the higher-order measures of persistence that reflect significant tonghorizon mean reversion. Third, the persistence measure derived from classical valuationtheory outperformsthe
generic measure in explaining the return responses. Takenas a whole, these results provideevidence for significant mean reversionin the higher-orderproperties of earnings and for the stock market incorporatingthese properties in a manner consistent with classical valuation theory.
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1. Introduction
This article documents the mean reverting character in annual earnings that emerges from
the higher-order times-series properties of earnings and assesses the implications of such
mean reversion for security valuation. The time-series properties of earnings have long
interested researchers in accounting, finance, and economics because of their role in valuation. Beaver (1970, p. 65), for example, argues that:
the valuation models developed in finance lend support to the notion that forecasting
future profitability is an essential part of the valuation process. The forecasting process
cannot proceed very far without additional knowledge of the underlying process generating earnings observations, since a knowledge of the underlying process is a prerequisite to the construction of an optimal forecasting system.
Until recently, investigations of the time-series properties of annual earnings have largely
concentrated on the univariate behavior of earnings. This literature has concluded that the
random walk model is a good average approximation of the earnings generating process,
although several exceptions to this general model have been documented?
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A more recent line of research jointly addresses the time-series properties of earnings and
security valuation. Theoretical models in Miller and Rock (1985) and Kormendi and Lipe
(1987) demonstrate how the response of stock prices to unexpected earnings is directly determined by the time-series parameters of the earnings generating process (among other factors) ? For firms with more "persistent" processes, the current-period unexpected earnings
implies a greater change in future profitability; thus, two firms with equal unexpected earnings would experience different abnormal returns if their earnings series were differentially
persistent. Lipe (1986), Kormendi and Lipe (1987), Easton and Zmijewski (1989), and Collins
and Kothari (1989) empirically document a positive relation between the return reactions
to earnings (the so-called earnings response coefficient) and persistence. The results provide support both for the validity of classical valuation theory and for the importance of
cross-firm differences in the earnings generating processes. While this research implies that
the benchmark random walk model is not valid for each firm, the studies to date have not
shown that the average firm-specific process differs significantly from the random walk.
Motivated primarily by a desire for parsimony, virtually all of the prior studies of the
time-series properties of earnings have focused on low-order time-series models (either
first- or second-order autoregressions or first-order moving averages). Yet recent empirical
studies of stock prices (Fama and French, 1988) and GNP (Cochrane, 1988) illustrate how
the higher-order autocorrelations of economic series can reveal noticeable mean reversion,
even when the lower order properties do not. If corporate earnings exhibit similar higherorder mean reversion, then classical valuation theories would predict less of a stock price
reaction to an earnings announcement. These observations motivate our investigation and
the structure of our tests.
Two measures of persistence are used in this article--one a parametric measure based
on classical valuation theory as exposited in Kormendi and Lipe (1987), and the other a
nonparametric measure motivated by the work of Cochrane (1988), Campbell and Mankiw
(1987, 1989), Kormendi and Meguire (1990), Liu and He (1991), and others. Both measures
are estimated using different numbers of tags of the earnings data, which we refer to as
varying the estimation order. We find that higher-orders of both the theory-based and nonparametric measures produce long-horizon forecasts of earnings that are on average 40
percent less than those implied by a random walk model. Since a one-dollar earnings shock
in the current period does not increase long-horizon earnings forecasts by one dollar, the
series exhibits significant partial mean reversion.3
Given the significant mean reversion evident in the higher-order properties of earnings,
classical valuation theory would predict that higher-order persistence measures would explain
more of the cross-sectional variation in the return responses to earnings shocks (commonly
referred to in the accounting literature as the earnings response coefficient). Cross-firm
rank correlations between these parameters show that both the theory-based and nonparametric persistence measures are significantly correlated with the earnings response coefficients, with the largest correlations occurring for estimation orders of four or more. As
a further test of the classical theory, the explanatory power of the theory-based persistence
measure is compared to that of the generic, nonparametric measure. The theory-based
measures dominate in the context of these cross-flrm correlations. Taken as a whole, the
results provide evidence for the mean-reverting properties of earnings and for the stock
market incorporating these properties in a manner consistent with classical valuation theory.
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The remainder of the article is organized into four sections. The first section motivates
our investigation of the higher-order properties and uses the impulse response function
to describe two measures of persistence. The second section describes the data, and the
empirical results are presented in the third section. The last section summarizes the article.

2. Persistence: Theory and Practice
In this section, we first explain the theory-based and nonparametric measures of persistence.
Then, the hypotheses for testing the importance of the higher-order properties of earnings
are developed.

2.L The Concept o f Persistence

The persistence of an economic series describes how a current shock is expected to impact
the whole stream of future realizations of the series. For a series Yt, t = 0, 1, . . . , define
Ck as the change in expectations of Yt+k given that a unit shock or innovation occurs in
the series at lime t. The vector C = (C1, C2, C3. . . . ) fully describes the persistence properties of the series, and Ck is the persistence of the series at horizon k.4
The persistence vector C is a function of the time-series parameters governing the evolution of Yt. Consider the general ARIMA (p, 1, q) model of a series,

(I,(L)AYt = O(L)et,

(1)

where ~(L) = 1 - q~lL - . . . - ~bpLp, O(L) = 1 - 01L - . . . - OqZ q, and L is the
lag operator. By inverting q,(L), the differenced series is a function of all past shocks as
follows:
AYt = G(L)et = (1 + gl L + g2L2 + . . . ) e t ,

(2)

where G(L) = O(L)/~(L). Equation (2) can be used to derive the effect of a unit shock
at time t (i.e., et = 1.0) on expectations of Yt+k and follows:
Ck = 1 + gl + g2 + . . .

+ gk.

(3)

Equation (3) is referred to as the impulse response function in the macroeconomics and
econometrics literatures. See, for example, Diebold and Rudebusch (1989, p. 192), who
argue that, ' ~ n y reasonable persistence measure must be related to . . . [G(L)], which
completely characterizes the mapping from inputs [et] to outputs [Yt]."
Measuring persistence is a matter of assessing the impulse response function described
above. However, because C is a vector-valued function, there is no unique scalar characterization of the general concept of persistence. Selecting an operational measure of persistence
depends in part upon the context in which the question arises. If one were interested only
in the short horizons, a first-order autoregressive or moving average parameter may be a
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reasonable representation of persistence. If one were interested in only the longest horizon,
the asymptote of the impulse response function may be more relevant (e.g., Campbell and
Mankiw, 1987, 1989). However, if one is interested in the valuation implications of earnings, then discounting the revisions in expectations is more natural.

2.2. Measuring Persistence

Our first measure is therefore taken from a model (based on classical valuation theory)
developed in Kormendi and Lipe (1987). In that article, the relation between returns and
earnings is modelled using three assumptions: 1) a firm's stock price is the present value
of its expected future cash flows,5 and hence returns are equal to the revisions in expected
future cash flows based on new information, 2) the present value of the revisions in expected cash flows conditional on the earnings shock is equal to the present value of the
revisions in expected earnings,6 and 3) earnings can be represented by a univariate ARIMA
model. Under these assumptions, the relation between returns and earnings is a function
of the present value of Ck summed over k = 1. . . . ,0% which Kormendi and Lipe denoted
as PeR for present value of revisions.

PeR -

t3kCk,

(4)

k=l

where/3 = 1/1 + r, r is the appropriate rate for discounting expected future earnings, and
Ck captures the revision in expected earnings at t + k due to an earnings shock at t.
Kormendi and Lipe drew from Flavin (1981) to show that for an ARIMA (p, 1, 0) model,
PVR is a function of the autoregressive parameters as follows (Kormendi and Lipe, 1987,
pp. 329-330):

1

PVR =

(1 - ~)

- 1.

(5)

- } - ~ ~J

More recently, Collins and Kothari (1989, p. 148) adapt Flavin's approach to show that
for the general ARIMA (p, d, q) model,
q

1 - ~
PVR =

~io i

i=l

(1 - ~)e

_~

-

~j

-

1.

(6)
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In this article, we set d = 1 and q = 0, and focus our investigation on the effects of
changing p, the order of the ARIMA (p, 1, 0) model.7 To indicate that our estimates of
PVR are based on different orders, we will use the notation PVRp. If the ea~vhngs generating process exhibits systematic higher-order properties, then the ability of PVRp to measure
the true P I T should increase with p. On the other hand, if the estimation errors in the
higher-order autoregressive parameters are large, then more parsimonious models may provide more accurate estimates.
While P I T is based on classical valuation theory, it still is only one of many potential
scalar representations of the impulse response function. Therefore, we also examine the
scaled variogram, a nonparametfic statistic used in the macroeconomics and econometrics
literatures, s The scaled variogram is based on an elementary property of random walks.
In population, the variance of the differences of a random walk at the kth lag is k times
the variance of the differences at lag one. For any time series, Yt, t = 0. . . . , n, let a2(k)
= cr2(Yt - Yt-k) denote the variance of the difference of Yt at the kth lag. Then the kth
ordindate of the scaled variogram is R(k) = a2(k)/ka2(1). To derive a small sample estimator for R(k), we first estimate a2(k) as
Yt - Yt-k - n (Yn - Yo)
t72(k) -'~

t=k

(n - k)

'

(7)

where n + 1 is the sample size, yielding n first differences. The estimated kth ordinate
of the scaled variogram is then
/~(k) = ~2(k)

n"(n

1
k)"

(8)

The (n - 1)/(n - k) is a correction for the bias caused by the overlap in consecutive differences. The expected value of R(k) computed from a random walk is 1.0, for all k. I f
the series contains a unit root, then R(k) has a positive asymptote. If the asymptote lies
between zero and one, it can be interpreted as the fraction of the variance of a series due
to permanent shocks. I f no unit root is present, R(k) asyn~totes to zero?
Cochrane (1988) shows that in population, R(k) is a linear combination of the first k - 1
autocorrelations of the differenced series as follows:

k-lLr

R(k) = 1 + 2 ~

p(j),

(9)

j=l

where a ( j ) is the j t h autocorrelation. If the higher-order properties of earnings are important, then the estimated scaled variogram should provide more accurate measures of persistence as the order, k, increases,
P"-VRpand J~(k) are related measures of persistence. Comparing (5) and (9) shows that
both persistence measures incorporate more of the time-series behavior of earnings as the
estimation order ( p or k) increases. Since both measures discount the impact of higher-order
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autocorrelations, they are natural choices given our interest in the valuation implications of
earnings. For example, the magnitude of PVRp reflects the dollar impact of current period
earnings news on forecasts of long-term profitability. Other statistical methods can describe
the time-series properties of earnings and test whether they differ from a random walk, but
the resulting statistics are not as economically meaningful. Note that since R(2) is the ratio
of the variance of the second differences to that of the first differences, it captures the firstorder properties of differenced earnings.__ For the theoretical persistence measure, the firstorder properties are captured by PVR 1. Therefore, PVRp and R(k) are based on similar
estimation orders when k = p + 1.
Whether ~ p or R(k) is a better measure of persistence depends upon the context and
can only be answered empirically. If the classical valuation theory used to derive PVR is
reasonable, then P"-~p should dominate J~(k) in explaining cross-sectionalA variation in the
response coefficients. On the other hand, R(k) could dominate PVRp either because the
basic assumptions of the classical valuation theory are violated or because of misspecifications in the time-series model of earnings. Since the computation of the scaled variogram
in Equation (8) does not require estimation of an ARIMA model, PVRp could contain
specification errors (e.g., ignoring moving-average parameters) that will not exist in/~(k). 1°

2.3. Testingfor Long-Horizon Mean Reversion in the Higher-Order Properties of Annual
Earnings
In his investigation of the persistence properties of US GNP, John Cochrane (1988) finds
that the higher-order autocorrelations of US GNP are small and would be ignored by most
traditional time-series procedures. "But all autocorrelations enter into [persistence] so a
large number of small high-order autocorrelations can offset a few large low-order autocorrelations," (p. 914). Indeed, the autocorrelations at higher-orders are predominantly negative,
which implies that GNP is substantially less persistent than one would expect based on
only the low-order autocorrelations.
To test the importance of the mean reverting properties of earnings and their roles in
firm valuation, we modify the estimating equations in Kormendi and Lipe (1987, p. 334)
to accommodate the use of autoregressive models with varying estimation orders. Letting
a denote the coefficient relation stock returns to unexpected earnings, we use the following
two equation system to estimate api and PVRpi for each firm, i, and order, p:11

_ + api epit + URit
Rit _
-- _ bli
Pit-1
Pit-1

( 1O)

p

axi, = b2i + ~

~jiax~,_~ + epit.

(11)

j=l

where Rit is the percentage return for firm i in year t, AXit is the change in earnings, and
Pit-1 is the stock price for firm i at the beginning of year t.
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Using the resulting estimates of ~p, P~p, and/~(k), we examine three primary issues:
1) If an important mean-reverting character emerges from the higher-order properties of
earnings, then the theory-based persistence measure will be sensitive to the length of the
estimation horizon. In particular, if the higher-order autocorrelations are predominantly
negative (consistent with the mean reversion observed in other economic series), then
Hla:PVRpdecreases as p increases.
A more explicit test for mean reversion is to compare the observed theory-based and
nonparametric persistence measures to the benchmark random walk model. Using superscript RW to indicate the random walk, we test
Hlb: PVRp < PVR~pw for all p and R(k) < R(k)Rw for large k. 12
2) Under the joint hypothesis that the higher-order mean reverting'properties of earnings
are important and that classical valuation theory is descriptive, the higher orders of both
the theory-based and nonparametric persistence measures should explain more of the
cross-firm variation in the return response to earnings, or
H2: corr(ap, PVRp) increases with p, and corr(ap, R(k)) increases with k.
Essentially, the accuracy of the empirical proxies should increase as p or k approaches
the most useful order for assessing the valuation implications of earnings. The joint
hypothesis could fail because the higher-order properties are unimportant or because
stock prices may be inconsistent with classical valuation theory. For instance, if the
stock market overemphasizes short-rtm performance (as is sometimes argued in the financial press), then the correlation between P~p and 3p may be a decreasing function ofp,
even though the higher-order properties of the earnings generating process are important.
3) As a direct test of whether classical valuation theory characterizes the relation between
earnings and returns, the relative performance of the theory-based and the nonparametric
measures are compared. Classica_lltheory pre~cts that more of the cross-firm variation
in ~p should be explained by PVRp than by R(k). Thus, we test the following pair of
hypotheses:
H3a: corr(ap, PVRp~ > corr(ap, R(k)), and

I-I3b: corr(ap, PgRplR(k)) > 0, and corr(a v, R(k) IP ~ p ) = 0.
3. The Data

The data consist-of annual corporate earnings for 118 calendar-year firms with complete
data for the period 1947-1985.13 Quarterly data are not used because the purpose of the
study is to assess the behavior of the earnings-generating process over a horizon of several
years. 14 The earnings number (denoted X/t, for firm i in year t) is the real, firm-specific
earnings, as defined in Kormendi and Lipe (1987). The primary earnings per share (before
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extraordinary items and discontinued operations) are adjusted for stock splits and stock
dividends. These numbers are then deflated by the CPI, and the differenced real earnings
are regressed on the differenced real earnings for the Standard and Poors' industrials index;
the residuals are our measures of X/t.
The empirical measure of returns, Rit, is the residual from an annual market model in
which the real percentage return for firm i's common stock in year t is regressed on the
real percentage change in the CRSP value-weighted market index.~s The annual returns
are cumulated from April of year cuntil March of year t + 1, because the sample firms
all have December 31 year-ends. Pit-r is the real stock price at the beginning of the year
t cumulation period.

4. Empirical Results
We now turn to our empirical results. First, we characterize the persistence of annual earnings using various estimation orders for both the theory-bas_ed and nonparametric measures.
Then, the response coefficients and their relation with PVRp are examined. We also relate
the nonparametric persistence measure to the response coefficient and test whether it is
dominated by the theory-based measure of persistence. In a final subsection, we discuss
how our results pertain to two issues currently being debated in the literature. Note that
while we estimated all of the parameters for the first through tenth orders, we find that
most of the improvements from incorporaU~g the higher-orders occur by the fourth order.
Therefore the tables which follow report PVRp, R(p + 1), and ~p for 1 _ p < 4. To illustrate the effects of using even higher orders, we also report results for the eighth order.
Except where explicitly noted, the abridged results reported in the tables are representative
of the evidence from all 10 estimation orders.

4.1. IlluStratingthe Long-HorizonMean'Reverting Characterin the Higher-OrderProperties
Table 1 contains descriptive statistics for the persistence measures across the 1t8 sample
firms. Since the means and standard deviatib~s may be influenced by outliers and'skewness
of the distributions, we focus on the medians and interquartile ranges. Panel A describes
P-"~p based on the autoregressive parameters thatAcome from jointly estimating equations
(10) and (11) for each firm.1~ The calculation of PVRp uses..._~ interest rate of ten percent.17
In Table 1, P ~ I has a median of 8.96. The median of PVR4 is 6.33, implying that forecasts of the present value of revisions in expected future earnings ~lecline by almost 30
percent for fourth-order as opposed to first-order models. Also, this persistence measure
exhibits some decline beyond the fourth order as the median of PVRs is 5.21. But note that
including the second- through fourth-order autoregressive parameters accounts for more
of the decline than the fifth- through eighth-order parameters. Finding smaller PVRps for
larger values ofp implies that the earnings generating processes of these firms exhibit partial mean reversion, consistent with Hla. The scaled variograms are summarized in panel
B of Table 1. The median of/~(2) is .87 compared to .46 for/~(9). Note that evidence from
even higher orders (not reported) indicates that the medians of PVRs and R(9) represent
the asymptotes of the persistence measures.
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T_ab/eL Suramary statistics for the theory-based and nonparametric persistence measures.
Medians, interquartile ranges aQ Range), means, and standard deviations of the theorybased (P'~VP~)and the nonparametric (R(k)) persistence measures, computed across 118
firms. Measures are estimated using data from 1947-1985 for each firm.

Parameter

Median

IQ Range

Mean

Std Dev

Panel A: Theory-Based Persistence Measure1
A

PVR1
PVR2
PVR3
PVR4
P'-VRs

8.96
7.78
7.15
6.33
5.9-1

2.91
2.83
2.87
3.02
3.76

9.68
8.75
8.03
7,52
6.67

3.02
3.40
3.69
4.25
5.46

Panel B: Nonparametric Persistence Measures:
R(2)
R(3)
R(4)
R(5)
R(9)

0.87
0.76
0.67
0.60
0.46

0.34
0.40
0.37
0.35
0.42

0.91
0.85
0.75
0.68
0.62

0.26
0.34
0.38
0.40
0.54

A

~PVRpi is derived for firm i and estimation order p from the autoregressive parameters
($ji) that are estimated using Equations (10) and (11) as follows:
PFRpi =

- 1.
(1

~J~j

-- /~)

j=l

/3 = I/1 + r; we assume r = 10%.
2The nonparametric persistence measure is calculated for each firm as follows:
b~(k)

n -

1

k(k)~ = k~?(1) (n - k) "
To examine the similarities between ff'~p and l~(k), Table 2 presents cross-firm, Spearman rank correlations between the two measuresz - Every correlation is greater than .40
and is significantly positive. Note that for each PVRp, the largest correlation (the boldface
numbers in the table) occurs for R(p + 1). In these five cases, the correlation^s range from
.958 to .856. This is- consistent with our earlier observationAthatPVRp and R(p + 1) are
based on similar estimation orders. We conclude that PVRe and ~(k) appear to be measuring a similar phenomenorl.
The declining PVRt, in Table 1 implies that the higher-order properties of earnings exhibit mean reversion. In particular, the current-period earnings shock has a smaller effect
on expectations of future earnings in the higher-order models. To further illustrate this
effect, we compu~ the impulse response functions, Ck, based on the estimated autoregressive parameters, Oji. From an analyst's point of view, this describes how a one-dollar shock
in period t affects the forecast of earnings in period t + k. Table 3 reports these forecast
revisions for Short (one year), medium (five year), and long (20 year) horizons. The first
row of Table 3 shows that, for the first-order autoregressive model, the medians of the
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A

Tab/e 2. Spearman rank correlations between the theory-based (PVRp) and the nonparametric
(/~(k)) persistence measures, computed across 118 firms. Measures are estimated using data
from 1947-1985 for each firm. Critical value (p-level) for one-tailed test: .286 (.001).
Parameters

PVR 1

PI."R2

PVR3

PI'rR4

PI/R8

R(2)
R(3)
R(4)
R(5)
R(9)

.9581
.844
.729
.582
.523

.693
.885
.833
.737
.666

.542
.693
.856
.846
.692

.483
.630
.781
.874
.772

.409
.520
.606
.673
.872

tThe numbers in boldface are the maximum correlations in each column.

Table 3. Median forecast revisions implied by various estimation orders.
Each column contains Ck, the revision in expected future earnings giv61a
a $1 current-period shock. The three forecast horizons are 1 year ahead
(short), 5 years ahead (medium), and 20 years ahead (long). The revision is computed based on the autoregressive parameters ((ajl) estimated
using data from 1947-1985 in Equation 11, A separate revision is cornputed for each estimation order for each of the 118 firms, and the crossfirm median is reported.
Horizon Length
Estimation Order

Short

Medium

Long

1
2
3
4
8

.882
'.861
.804
.804
.771

.894
.784
.685
.584
.369

.894
.784
.718
.634
.589

The computation of C: is as follows: (1) set Xt (and therefore, AXt) equal
to 1.0 for t = 0 and 0.0 for all t < 0, (2) Compute AX1 based on AXI_j
and ~ji as per Equation 11, and (3) add AX1 to Xo, which yields the
revision in expectations of X 1 due to a unit shock at t = 0. The longerhorizon values of Ck are obtained by iterating this procedure.

impulse function are relatively stable at approximately .89 for all horizons. Thus, a onedollar shock in year t leads to an $.89 revision in expected earnings in all future years,
which is close to the dollar-for-dollar random walk prediction. For a fourth-order autoregressive model, however, the medians of the medium- and long-horizon forecast revisions
are approximately .6. Incorporating the higher-order properties of earnings thus implies
long-horizon forecast revisions of about 40 percent less than those of a random walk. In
this regard, we find evidence of mean reversion in the higher-order properties of earnings
in much the same way as Cochrane does for US GNP or as Fama and French do for stock
prices. Note, however, that there is only partial mean reversion, in that the long-horizon
forecast asymptotes around .6 and not zero? s
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4.2. Formal Tests of Long-Horizon Mean Reversion
Hypothesis H l b represents a more formal test of mean reversion in which the observed
properties of earnings are compared to those expected under the random walk, the benchm a r k model from the univariate time-series literature. Theoretically, a random walk series
has PVR = 10.0 (assuming r = 10%) and R(k) = 1.0. Since deriving standard errors for
testing the random walk hypothesis in small samples is not feasible due to the skewness
o f the distributions (see Kormendi and Meguire, 1990), we test this through Monte Carlo
methods. We simulate 500 random walk series of 39 observations each and calculate
~ p R w and R(k) Rw for each series at each order. The distributions of the actual and simulated persistence measures are then compared to test whether the properties of earnings
at various orders are consistent with the random walk. 19
Table 4 describes the persistence measures for the simulated random walk data. The
medians of PVR[
A Rw decrease slightly as p increases, going from 9.87 to 7.99. A similar
pattern is observed for R(k) Rw in panel B? ° The persistence measures for actual earnings
in Table 1, however, are much smaller than those in Table 4. At the first order, the theorybased measure for actual earnings in 8,96 or about 10 percent less than ff-~Rw. P ' ~ 4 is
27 percent less than P--'-VR~w For the scaled variogram, the median of R(9) is .46, implying
that only half of the variance in earnings is due to permanent shocks. Further, the persistence of actual earnings is more than 40 percent less than that of the simulated random
walk (.46 versus .89).
Since the 118 empirical series and the 500 simulated series provide two independent
samples of persistence measures, the Mann-Whitney U test can be used to formally compare

Table4. Summarystatistics for the persistencemeasures from simulatedrandom walk data. Medians, interquartile
ranges (IQ Range), means, and standard deviationsof the theory-based( P~Rpnv/) and the nonparametric(R(k)Rw)
persistence measures, computed across 500 sets of 39 simulated observations. Also Mann Whitney tests comparing the measures from the empirical and simulated data?
Parameter

Median

IQ Range

Mean

Std Dev

MW Z-stat

MWR

Panel A: Theory-Based Persistence Measure
P~VR~w
P~R~w
~RW
P~R4gw
P~R8gW

9.87
9.50
9.24
8.73
7.99

R(2)Rw
J~(3)Rw
R(4)Rw
/~(5)Rw
R(9)Rw

1.02
1.00
0.99
0.95
0.89

1.87
2.53
3.15
3.64
4.49

10.03
9.75
9.62
9.23
8.52

1.62
2.16
2.53
2.90
3.55

-4.46
-6.35
--7.43
-7.62
-7.10

Panel B: Nonparametric Persistence Measures
0.20
0.32
0.40
0.47
0.63

1.01
1.01
1.01
1,00
1.00

0.16
0.24
0.31
0.37
0.54

-5.09
-6.70
-8.37
- 9.14
-8.61

-4.72
-6.24
-7.87
- 8.78
-7.60

~"MW Z-stat" ("MWR") is the test statistic derived from the normal approximation of the Mann-Whitney U
test. It tests whether the distribution of persistence measures for real firm-specific earnings (reported earnings)
differs from the distribution for the simulatedrandom walk data. It is distributedN(0, 1). Negativevaluesindicate
that the empirical distribution is LESS persistent than the random walk.
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the two distributions. The fifth column of Table 4 contains the standardized Mann-Whitney
test statistic, which is distributed N(0, 1) (the normal approximation). Large negative values
indicate that the persistence measures for the empirical data are on average significantly
smaller than those from the simulated random walk data. For the theory-based measure,
the Z-statistics are significantly negative for all orders, and the strongest rejection occurs
for a fourth-order model of earnings. Further,/~(9) is significantly less than J~(9)Rw. Thus,
the higher-order properties of earnings exhibit economically and statistically significant
mean reversion.21
The tests above are in-sample in nature. We augment these with a test of out-of-sample
forecasting ability by calculating the correlations between returns and out-of-sample forecast
errors during 1980-1985 (see Hopwood and McKeown, 1990, for a similar analysis). The
simple correlations for the random walk and ARIMA (4, 1, 0) models are .207 and .237,
respectively. Further, the partial correlations are -.002 and. 118. Subject to the usual caveats
regarding OLS t-statistics, the forecast errors from the fourth-order model are significantly
related to returns (t = 6.49) and have significant additional explanatory power over the
random walk forecast errors (t = 3.15). While a full assessment of the out-of-sample forecasting ability of higher-order models is a complex issue and is beyond the scope of this
article, our simple out-of-sample tests corroborate the in-sample findings.

4. 3. The Earnings Response Coefficient and the Theory-Based Persistence Measure
Table 5 provides descriptive statistics for the response coefficients estimated using system
(10)-(11) with different values of p. The median (mean) of al is 1.50 (2.11) while that
of fi4 is 1.85 (2.68). Thus in contrast to the persistence measures, the response coefficient
increases as p increases. But the average dollar magnitude of the increase is small, and
in general, the response coefficient appears less sensitive to changes in the estimation order
than do the persistence measures.
We now examine H2, the joint hypothesis that important mean reversion emerges in the
higher-order properties of the earnings generating process and that stock returns are described by classical valuation models. Table 6 reports the Spearman rank correlations between t~p and P"VRp across firms. The diagonal of Table 6 (boldface numbers) represents
those cases where the persistence measure and the response coefficient are based on the
same order. Thus if Equations (10) and (11 ) were estimated jointly using p lags of earnings

Table 5. Summarystatistics for the responsecoefficientsbased on various estimation
orders. Medians,interquartileranges(IQ Range),means, and standarddeviationsof the
earnings responsecoefficients(tip), computedacross 118 finns. Coefficientsare estimated for eachorderfor eachfirmusingdata from 1947-1985in Equations10 and 11.
Parameter

Median

IQ Range

Mean

Std Dev

t1

1.50
1.57
1.74

2.44
2.79
2.90
2.90
3.05

2.11
2.37
2.49
2.68
3.53

2.27
2.62
2.57
3.41
5.75

t2
t3
t4

1.85

ts

2.15
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Table6. Spearmanrankcorrelationsbetweenthe earningsresponsecoefficientand the theorybased persistencemeasures, computedacross 118 firms. Parametersare estimatedusing
data from 1947-1985for each order and each firm. Critical value (p-level)for one-tailed
test: .119 (.10), .152 (.05), .215 (.01), and .286 (.001).
Parameter
A

pI'rR1
PVR2
pI'rR3
PVR4
PVR8

hl

~2

h3

h4

h8

.22C
.257
.348
.418
.309

.212
.214
.329
.399
.293

.212
.195
.321
.417
.290

.167
.146
.289
.365
.271

.138
.174
.293
.360
.396

1Theboldfacemtmbersindicatecaseswherethe parametersare based on the sameestimation order,p.
in (11), then the rank correlation between ae and PVRp would be in the pth position on
the diagonal. With a standard error of .092 for n = 118, most of the correlations on the
diagonal are significantly greater than zero at the 1% level. The correlations increase from
.226 to .365 by going from a first- to a fourth-order autoregressive model. For the eighth
order, the correlation is .396. Thus the correlations increase as p increases, with most of
the increase occurring by lag four.22
To address whether the increase in the correlations from using higher-order persistence
measures is statistic~l~ significant, we compute several Kendall partial rank correlations.
The corr(~l,/~/~ 4 ]PVRI) is .27 while COrr(al, P-'~I ]ff"~VR4)is .05. The former is significantly greater than zero at the .01 level (the Z-statistic is 4.12), while the latter is not significant at even the .10 level. If a4 is used instead of al, corr(~4, P"v'R4]~ 1 ) is .23 while
COIT(t~4,ff-~l ]ff'~4) is .02. ThUS, the increase in the rank correlations from using higherorder persistence measures is significant.23
Collins and Kothari (1989, p. 173) express concern that using the estimated time-series
parameters to compute both ]~rsistence and unexpected earnings may induce a positive
correlation between t~p and/~VRp. They propose estimating the response coefficient using
AXit instead of epi t ill (10). However, our evidence that earnings tend to be less persistent
than a random walk implies that using AX~t may produce spurious positive correlations
because AX/t measures unexpected earnings with relatively more error for low persistence
firms (see Ali and Zarowin, 1992a, p. 250). Ultimately, the magnitude of any spurious
correlation becomes an empirical issue. Therefore, we estimate two additional response
coefficients, the first using AX/t as unexpected earnings in (10), and the second using AXit
as the dependent variable in a reverse regression of (10) (see Collins and Kothari, 1989).
All of the correlations between the persistence measures in Table 1 and these two response
coefficients are significantly positive at the one percent level or better. Instead of diminishing, the correlations between the alternative response coefficients and PVRp are generally
larger than when epit is used in (10).24 Also, the overall pattern of the correlations suggests
that using higher-order measures of earnings persistence is important. Our results do not
appear to be spuriously induced by the joint estimation of (10) and (11).
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4.4. Comparing Theory-Basedand Nonparametric Measures of Persistence: Testing
Classical Valuation Theory
Table 7 contains various correlation measures for testing hypotheses H2, H3a, and H3b.
The second column of Table 7 presents the rank correlations between hp and/~(p + 1)
forp = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8. The correlations reflect response coefficients and nonparametric
persistence measures based on similar estimation orders, even though the parameters are
estimated separately. The correlations range from .188 to .320. For comparative purposes,
the corresponding correlations for the theory-based measure ~ e repeated in colurrm 1. Both
columns exhibit similar behavior. In particular, the correlations between ~p and R(p + 1)
are typically larger for higher-order estimates of persistence. Also, there is little evidence
in favor of using low orders of the scaled variogram in measuring persistence. Thus as
predicted by H2, both the theory-based and nonparametric persistence measures illustrate
the importance of the higher-order properties of earnings and provide support for classical
valuation theories.
More direct tests of classical valuation are obtained by comparing the theory-based and
nonparametric persistence measures. The correlations in column 1 exceed those in column
2; PVRpexplains more of the (ranked) variation in ~p than does/~(k), consistent with H3a.
To address whether the theory-based measure has incremental explanatory power over and
above that contained in the generic measure (and vice versa), the third and fourth columns
of Table 7 report the partial Kendall rank correlations between the response coefficient and
the two measures of persistence based on similar estimation orders.2s Holding R(p + 1)
constant, the correlations between ~p and PVRprange from .049 to .187. Three of the five
correlations are significantly positive at the 1% level. However, holding PVRp constant,
the correlations between ~p and/~(p + 1) range from -.006 to .042, none of which are
significant at the .05 level. Thus as predicted by H3b, the theory-based measure exhibits
incremental explanatory power but the nonparametric measure does not. This is consistent
with classical valuation.

Table 7. Simple and partial rank correlations between the response coefficients and the nonparametric measure
of persistence. Simple correlations capture the comovements in the response coefficients (tip) and the two persistence measures (P~Rp and R(p + 1)). Partial correlations show the amount of comovement between tip and
one of the persistence measures while controlling for the other measure. Data are from 118 firms from 1947-1985.
Simple Spearman Correlations
p
1
2
3
4
8

Corr(,~p,

P"~p)

.226*
.214"*
.321"
.365*
.396*

Corr(hp, R(p + 1))
.218"
.188"*
.233*
.246*
.320*

*Significant at the .01 level, one-tailed test.
**Significant at the .05 level, one-tailed test.

Partial Kendall Correlations
Corr(hp,

~-Rp]R(p +
.049
.082
.163"
.187"
.179"

i))

Corr(~p,/~(p + 1)IP~Rp)
.042
.030
.004
-.006
.041
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4.5. Implications for Other Research
The totality of our evidence indicates that long-horizon mean reversion in annual earnings
emerges upon investigating the higher-order autocorrelations of earnings. This has direct
implications for two issues currently being debated in finance and accounting. First, Kormendi and Lipe 0987) report a divergence between the magnitudes of the estimated return
responsee to an earnings shock (~) and the response predicted by classical valuation theory
(1 + PVR). As noted by Brerman (1990, p. 75), the actual response is much less than expected. Here, Tables 1 and 5 also reveal a discrepancy. But notice that the discrepancy
is reduced considerably when the mean reversion in earnings is accounted for; this is yet
another example of how higher-order measures of persistence are more consistent with
classical valuation theories. The rest of the divergence could easily be due to the role of
alternative sources of information; Lipe's (1990) analysis shows that if market participants
receive a noisy signal of Xt at t - I, then a = (1 + PVR)(1 - M), where M is the "relative predictive ability" of alternative information versus past earnings. Since 0 < M ___ 1,
the response coefficient will be less than 1 + PVR even if the optimal estimation order
is used.26
Second, prior studies of the valuation implications of earnings have commonly used regressions of returns on the changes in earnings; returns should be related to the unexpected
portion of earnings, and if earnings follow a random walk, then the earnings change equals
unexpected earnings. Recent studies by Easton and Harris (1991), Ali and Zarowin (1992b),
Ramesh and Thiagarajan (1990), and others recommend using both earnings changes and
earnings levels as explanatory variables. The incremental importance of earnings levels
in their models is due to assuming that a portion of the earnings shock is transitory.27 For
cases where earnings shocks are not purely permanent or purely transitory, neither levels
nor changes alone is sufficient to determine the new information in earnings, and therefore
both should be included in the regression? s Thus, the incremental explanatory power of
earnings levels over differences and our finding that earnings are on average 40 percent
less persistent than the random walk appear mutually reinforcing.

5. Conclusion

The time-series properties of earnings and their role in security valuation have been the
focus of an impressive array of studies at the interface of finance and accounting. Investigations of the univariate time-series properties generally conclude that the earnings generating
process is on average a random walk. More recent tests of the stock return response to
earnings document significant cross-sectional variation in the time-series properties of earnings, although the random walk is not rejected as a reasonable approximation for the average firm. But this evidence is predominately based on the low-order autocorrelations of
earnings. In light of recent evidence that the higher-order properties of other economic
series exhibit significant mean reversion, we analyzed empirically the higher-order properties of earnings and their role in security valuation.
Our empirical analysis used response coefficients and theory-based and nonparametric
measures of persistence, estimated over various orders, to address three main points. We
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found first that earnings are on average less persistent at long horizons than a random walk
and that the difference emerges when the higher-order properties are examined. Second,
both persistence measures exhibit significant correlations with the response coefficients at
most orders, and the largest correlations occur for persistence measures that reflect the
mean reversion in the higher-order properties of earnings. Third, the simple and partial
correlations for the theory-based persistence measure are generally larger than those of the
nonparametric measure. Taken as a whole, the evidence indicates that the long-horizon
properties of annual earnings reveal economically and statistically significant higher-order
mean reversion and that cross-firm differences in these properties are associated with differences in the return responses to earnings shocks, as predicted by classical valuation.
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Notes
1. Prior studies have used several methods to investigate the time-series of annual earnings. Beaver (1970), Ball
and Watts (1972), and Albrect, Lookabill, and McKeown (1977) investigate the average behavior of earnings
for a sample of firms and find that net income exhibits behavior similar to a random walk (or a martingale).
On the other hand, Lookabill (1976) and Salamon and Smith (1977) suggest that annual earnings exhibit some
mean reversion. Another issue is whether earnings of different finns follow the same generating process.
Albrect, Lookabill, and McKeown (1977) and Watts and Leftwich (1977) identify firm-specific time-series
models and find a number of firms whose earnings series differ significantly from a random walk. The estimated
models are then validated by assessing the accuracy of out-of-sample forecasts of earnings; in general, the
random walk models perform somewhat better. On the other hand, studies by Brooks and Buckmaster (1976)
and Lieber, Melnick, and Ronen (1983) use other criteria to uncover special cases in which earnings do not
appear to follow a random walk. Also, Lev (1983) finds that the differences in autocorrelations across firms
are related to economic factors such as product type (durable versus nondurable), which implies that the
differences are not simply measurement errors. While this literature regarding annual earnings is most relevant
for this study, readers should note that the investigations of quarterly earnings are even more extensive.
2. In his well-known book, Bill Beaver (1981, pp. 103-110) provides an early numerical illustration of the link
between the time-series properties of earnings and security valuation.
3. Our adoption of the purely permanent random walk series as our baseline for discussing persistence is consistent with prior research. While our evidence is consistent with significant partial mean reversion, it does
not imply full mean reversion. The latter would produce a zero increase in the long-horizon earnings forecasts
instead of the average increase of 60 percent of the initial shock that we observe.
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4. Collins and Kothari (1989, table 1, p. 148) also recognize the importance of the vector valued nature of Ck
(denoted t~k in their table).
5. While the analysis in Kormendi and Lipe (1987) is based on valuing the expected future net cash flows of
the firm, similar implications can be derived from models which value the dividend stream (see Fama and
Miller, t972, pp. 86-88 or Ohlson, 1990).
6. In a recent survey article, Brerman (1991, p. 75) notes that this assumption is consistent with firms paying
current-period dividends equal to current-period earnings. While this is sufficient for the assumption to hold,
it is not necessary. The manager can pay dividends in later periods as long as the present value of the additional payout corresponds to the present value of the revisions in expected earnings.
7. PI,'R has been used in other studies, including Lipe (1986, 1990), Kendall and Zamwin (1990), and Ramesh
(1990). Collins and Kothari (1989) use the 01 from an ARIMA (0, 1, 1) model as their empirical measure
of persistence. Papers by Easton and Zmijewski (1989) and Regier (1989) use revisions in analysts' forecasts
to measure persistence. Except for Kendall and Zarowin and Ramesh, none of the prior studies uses more
than two lags of differenced annual data to measure persistence.
8. See Campbell and Mankiw (1987, 1989), Cochrane (1988), Kormendi and Meguire (1990), and Liu and He
(1991). Kendall and Zarowin (1990) use the sealed variogram as a diagnostic tool in selecting the best timeseries model of earnings to be used in c~culating PVR. Interestingly, in 1972, Ball and Watts used the mean
squared successive differences in assessing the strength of the autocorrelations in earnings; this is similar
in principle to the second-order scaled variogram which we calculate.
9. The scaled variogram and the impulse response function are related. Diebold and Nerlove (1990, p. 40) show
that in population,

F

l

c~. = L (re2/(r2(1) ]

10.
11.
12.

13.

'

where ere2 = the variance of the series' shocks. For example, C® = R(co) = 1.0 for a random walk, and
C** = R(co) = 0.0 for trend stationary series. For series that are less (more) persistent than the random
walk, C~ is greater (less) than R(co). The equation above relates only to the asymptotes; the relation between
Ck and R(k) for k < co is more complex.
However, Kendall and Zarowin (1990) report that model specification has little impact on the relation between
the response coefficient and estimates of PVR.
Recall that PT-'Rpis a function of the ~jis in (11).
We draw a distinction here between the theory-based and nonparametric measures because of a subtle point.
As stated earlier, the existence of significant higher-order properties will result in R(k) being a more accurate
representation of persistence as k increases. But Equation (9) shows that R(k) will also decline asymptotically
for a low-order integrated autoregressive process (assuming it exhibits some mean reversion). Since evidence
of a declining/~(k) may or may not indicate significant higher-order properties, we choose not to include
it in Hla and to only examine the asymptote in Hlb. Note however that increasing k will result in systematic
changes in the relative cross-firm rankings of/~(k) only if the higher-order properties of earnings are important. Thus the distinction above does not pertain to H2.
This sample of 118 firms is the subset of the 145 firms used in Kormendi and Lipe (1987) that have complete
data from 1980-1985. The sample includes only firms with a long history of data because our purpose is to
assess the long-horizon behavior of earnings. While this can induce a survivorship bias, we have no a priori
reason to expect the higher-order properties of the excluded firms to be systematically more or less important.
Also, to the extent that the time-series parameters shift over time, the shifts are viewed as part of the complex
process that generates earnings. It is sometimes argued that time-series estimation should only use short time
frames in order to increase the stability of the parameters. However, if parameter instability is a fundamental
part of the economic process generating earnings, then one would want to reflect that source of instability
in forecasting the future profitability of the firm. Of course, factors such as cosmetic changes in accouming
principles could cause parameter shifts that do not reflect variablity in the underlying economic process.
Thus it is important to compare the higber-order estimates of persistence with the response coefficients as
a validation that the estimates reflect economic phenomena. Note also that Kendall and Zarowin (1990) find
some stability in the estimates of persistence over time.
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14. Investigating earnings behavior over a four-year horizon with quarterly data would require a sixteenth-order
time-series model. See Cochrane (1988, p. 914) for details regarding why increasing the nominal number of
observations by sampling more frequently is not useful in investigating the long-horizon behavior of a series.
15. We would prefer to use an earnings index that is constructed on a consistent basis with the CRSP valueweighted market index. As this does not exist, we use the earnings index of the S&P Industriats. The effects
of this choice should be minimal since the correlation between the annual returns on the S&P Industrials
and the value-weighted CRSP index is .98 during this time period.
16. The medians are similar if the equations are estimated separately.
17. The ten percent interest assumption affects the cardinal values of PVR but not its ordinal properties. Thus,
none of our tests are sensitive to the choice of interest rates. We discuss these issues and conduct sensitivity
analyses in Kormendi and Lipe (1987).
18. In a series of tests, Kormendi and Zarowin (1992) show that earnings are nonstationary, i.e., contain a unit
root, even as they
ey exhibit partial mean reversion.
19. The simulated PVRps are based on the autoregressive parameters from estimating equation (11) by itself.
20. The predictions that PVRp = 10.0 and R(k) = 1.0 for a random walk are based on the mean (expected) values
and not the median. Table 4 shows that the mean of R(9) for the simulated data is 1.00, but the mean of
PVR8 (8.52) is somewhat less than 10.0. It is not surprising that the medians are less than the expected values
for the simulated data; both measures have a lower bound of zero and no upper bound and are therefore
positively skewed.
21. Note that column 6 in panel B of Table 4 shows that the distribution of R(k) for reported earnings is also
significantly lower than that of a random walk. Thus, the lower persistence is not an artifact of using real
firm-specific earnings.
22. The importance of the higher-order persistence measures could be due to using an autoregressive model v~aen
earnings in fact follow a low-order moving average process. While specification tests do not particularly favor
the moving-average form, the easiest way to address this possibility is to examine an ARIMA(0,1,t) model.
The results show that PVRMa1 is 7.88, somewhat less than PFR 1 but still greater than PVRpfor p -> 2. The
rank correlations between this persistence measure and the response coefficients at order one through four
and at order eight are as follows: .242, .221, .216, .173, and .133. Compared to Table 6, an autoregressive
model with four or more lags dominates the first-order moving average.
23. The off-diagonal correlations, presented in Table 6 for completeness, range from .138 to .418. The maximum
correlation in each column of the table indicates the estimation order of the persistence measure that is most
closely related to each response coefficient. In four of the five cases, the maximum occurs for a fourth-order
model. For t~8, the maximum correlation occurs for the eighth-order persistence measure. Thus for each
estimate of the return response to earnings, the strongest correlation is with a fourth- or higher-order measure
of earnings persistence.
24. For example, for the response coefficient from the regression of returns o n ~tXit, the correlation with PVR4
is .450. When the reverse regression is used, the correlation is .426. Both are larger than the corr(h4, PVR4)
of .365.
25. The Kendall partial correlations appear small compared to the simple Spearman correlations purely due to
computational differences in the two methods. For example, the simple Kendall correlation between a4 and
PVR4 is .253; while this is smaller than the commonly used Spearman correlation of .365, the significance
levels of both statistics are the same. We use the Kendall partial correlations because the standard errors
can be computed from Maghsoodloo and Pallos (1981); we do not know of any tests for parital correlation
based on the Spearman method.
26. For a similar analysis in a different context, see Quah's (1990) discussion of the undersensitivity of consumption to income shocks with respect to the permanent income hypothesis.
27. In the context of Equation (t 1), if we restrict bj =/~ for all j and T = no, then for/~ = 0 (/~ = -1), earnings
follow a random walk (white noise) process and unexpected earnings equals the change in (level of) earnings.
More recently, Ohlson and Shroff (1992) use a bivariate information structure to show theoretically that the
autocorrelation in earnings changes does not necessarily dictate the correct form of the returns-earnings regression. However, Lys, Ramesh, and Thiagarajan (1992) empirically examine long-window earnings and returns
and provide evidence that the relative importance of earnings levels and changes does vary with persistence.
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28. Under the two restrictions on (11) in the prior note, unexpected earnings is a linear function of the level
and change in earnings. Therefore, a regression of returns on these two variables is equivalent to our regression of returns on unexpected earnings in (10). Ramesh and Thiagarajan (1990) provide a detailed discussion
of this issue.
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